




A thought that has been enduring in mind when it becomes real; 
is truly an interesting and exciting experience. SGT Youth Pulse 
was one such cherished work that had its roots in the persuasion. 

Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are two of the key 
elements of a successful education, and an Annual magazine 
is the perfect amalgamation of both. It harnesses the creative 
energies of the academic community, and distils the essence 
of their inspired imagination in the most brilliant way possible. 
Hence, I am delighted to know that SGT’s Annual magazine “SGT 
YOUTH PULSE” is ready for publication. I take this opportunity to 
congratulate the editorial board for bringing out this magazine 
as per schedule, which in itself is an achievement considering 
the effort and time required. May all our students soar high in 
uncharted skies and bring glory to the world and their profession 
with the wings of education!
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SGT University believes in giving its students the liberty of creativi-
ty, the space of imagination and wings to fly high . ‘Youth Pulse’ 
is the perfect platform for students to showcase their talent in the 
form of poetry, prose or art.
 
Here we are with yet another issue of this piece of creativity.
I take this opportunity to congratulate all the students who have 
contributed to the success of this issue. May all our students soar 
high in uncharted skies and bring glory to the world and their pro-
fession with the wings of education!

I do appreciate and applaud the editorial team for their success-
ful completion of this tedious yet daunting task of putting togeth-
er the myriad thoughts and dreams of our students and faculty 
into a meaningful and delightful visual feast

Message of
Pro Vice Chancellor

Prof. Gurpreet Singh Tuteja
SGT YOUTH PULSE

Prof.(Dr.) Sham Singla
SGT YOUTH PULSE

It gives me an immense pleasure to pen down a message for 
second edition for our annual University magazine “SGT YOUTH 
PULSE”.
At SGT University, students remain the primary focus for all of us. 
To recognize and utilize the hidden talent of our students to the 
fullest possible upliftment and progress, SGT youth pulse is an ex-
cellent platform to ignite the young minds.
The contents of magazine reflects the wonderful creativity of 
thoughts and imagination of our SGTians.
I congratulate the Editorial Board on its tireless efforts in bringing 
out this Publication. I also wish to applaud the efforts of the stu-
dents who have contributed to this issue and enhanced its beau-
tification through their Literary and Artistic Talent.
‘’May a sapling grow into a sturdy tree and spread its branches’’
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All the undergraduate & postgraduate students who have shown exemplary enthusiasm in penning down 
their thoughts on the pages of this pioneering edition.

This Annual University Publication is Only for Private Circulation
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As this winter sets in, times have come to exchange pleasantries for the New 
Year which beckons with great energy and power. The story which began with one 
fine innovative thought depicting exemplary skill of classroom teaching converting 
into few strokes of his pen on a piece of paper. The event gave wings to the 
unicorn edition of manuscript, titled SGT Youth Pulse, in the year 2017.  
The idea got winged by the like minds to incept a platform or forum which gave a 
space to all our students to show their creativity in the field of culture, literacy, lan-
guage and all the social skills which an individual must possess in today's world apart 
from his career qualifications. The energy and enthusiasm of 2017 echoed to the 
level wherein many more literary works were waiting in the docks to be presented 
in this second edition of SGT Youth Pulse. Our continuing endeavor showcases 
the power of our youth, as inertia of energy which is waiting to be channelized 
into a unique ray of hope for a better and successful future. The culmination of this 
second edition is thus the pioneering work of our students who left us bewildered 
with their innovative creativity in the areas of culture & mythology; approach 
towards nature; humanitarian persona and their thoughts towards social upliftment. 

The unending skills of all our students are a constant source of development 
and innovation at our university. We proudly can say that journey where 

our students have started becoming more responsible leaders for the 
community, has already begun. 

With all the congratulatory accolades to all contributors of this 
second edition & best wishes for future, from the editorial 

desk we feel honored to be associated with this cause.
May the continuing pulseful journey of SGT Youth 

leave deeper imprints into our society at large.
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A word so common and 
everywhere around
In the place I live
In the food I eat
In the air around

A word so attractive 
To the world it is never found 

Only in the beauty
of earth In the eyes of 
animals & bird's chirping 
sound

A word so amusing
That cannot be forgotten
Till the last breath
In the lap of my mother
In the eyes of my father
In the family I was born
Within everything I see

God's Love

Bhumika Satija
Faculty of Dental Sciences

Jasmeet Singh
Faculty of Dental Sciences
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As children, we are told, we can be anything we want. A doctor, an astronaut, 
or an artist. As we grow older however, the idea of tradeoffs becomes prev-
alent. How can we be both happy and earn money? Especially if we pursue 
our college journey, we are forced to think about what major to pursue; which 
would eventually translate into a job of our interest.

So the very first question that came to my mind was , should I choose my 
passion or a job which pays my bills? 

When it comes to following my passion it becomes scary, because in my expe-
rience most passions aren't considered the society's norm for jobs. It took me a 
lot of time to come to a decision of what I wanted to do, whether to follow my 
dream of becoming a photographer or work hard against my desires to become 
a dentist . When I bring this up with people , most of them greet me with a 
surprised or disgusted expression on their face, which is followed by questions 
like, ''Do you know there aren't really a ton of jobs available for that and Don't 
you know you will probably have to struggle for years until you have an oppor-
tunity to get into the industry and of course are you seriously considering this 
? ''. Yes, I seriously want to leave my present path , which would provide a 
secure job and enough money to provide for myself and choose to pursue a job 
in photography. I'm going to struggle and it is going to be incredibly hard, but if 
the reward is getting to do what I love for a living then I'll risk everything for it .

So now answer this for me , what makes you happy? As simple as this may 
seem, have you ever taken the time to think about what makes you truly 
happy? And by happy, I mean a task you would do without being asked. Of 
course, not everything that makes you happy will be incorporated into your 
future carrer, but could you pursue a job that could possibly incorporate your 
effortless interests? If not, would your future job allow you time to pursue your 
interests? These are the questions that you maybe able to answer now, and 
maybe you can't. Regardless, it is something to think about.

Clearly, it takes a lot to determine what will be the best for you in the end. 
Whether you prioritize making yourself happy or making money, there is no 
wrong or right option. Different circumstances call for different decisions, and 
never let anyone put you down for choosing one over the other. As students, 
we still have the time to find our passions. So take your time, find out what 
works for you, and go for it!
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Ishpreet Singh Kalra
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Oral health remains a luxury for most of the world's 
population. This is especially true for the disadvantaged 
irrespective of whether they live in some of the world's 
wealthiest or poorest countries. Oral health problems 
remain a global problem and, therefore, must be a 
global concern. Oral health problems continue to af-
fect people throughout the world. Although seldom 
life threatening, these problems adversely affect peo-
ple's well being, quality of life and economic activities. 
Governments allocate budgets for oral services, but in 
many non-established market economies (non-EME) 
the budgets are very limited and the services are not 
always directed to those most in need. This leads to 
situations in which large segments of the population 
have limited or no access to oral health care and hence 
continue to suffer and it calls for the establishment of 
oral health as a priority and for the implementation of 
the essential components of oral health care that are 
affordable within the prevailing health infrastructures of 
deprived communities.
Majority of the population of the world living in low and 
middle income countries have little or no access to oral 
health care. The cost of quality oral care and accessibility 
are beyond the reach of many. Thus, WHO in 2003 
introduced Basic Package of Oral Care (BPOC) which 
places great emphasis on approaches which are accept-
able, feasible and affordable and can be provided within 
the framework of the existing health care system.
The Basic Package of Oral Health Care represents a 
fusion of concepts and approaches that have developed 
over the last decade. It is regarded as an essential foun-
dation to any oral health care provision in a country or 
community. Only once the foundations are well estab-
lished should other oral health provisions be considered. 
Regrettably, this is often not the case, and as a result 
large sums of public money are spent on inappropriate 
and often ineffective facilities. The essential compo-
nents of the BPOC: Oral Urgent Treatment (OUT), 
Affordable Fluoride Toothpastes (AFT), and Atrau-

matic Restorative Treatment (ART), are components 
that the Oral Health Unit of the World Health Organi-
zation has developed and promoted through partnership 
with non-governmental organizations, academia and in-
dustry. It is a perfect example of how different partners 
working together for a common goal can advance the 
boundaries of oral health care.
Governments do not always realize that there is a 
compelling need to develop basic oral health care sys-
tems against the background of limited funding, exist-
ing infrastructures and perceived needs and treatment 
demands of the population. India being a developing 
country suffers from gross under-utilization of dental 
services, due to high cost, inaccessibility to dental care 
and lack of awareness. Accepting the fact, that mere 
curative approach is not sufficient to limit disease, both 
curative as well as preventive approach needs to be fol-
lowed. BPOC can be termed as both curative as well 
as preventive approach. Because of the uncomplicated 
treatment modality in BPOC, other auxiliary staffs 
can be applied along with a dentist. In India, where 
70% of the population resides in villages and where 
both health and oral health is still neglected issue, 
only dentist will not be able cover all the proportion 
of population in rural area. We have to train school 
teachers, ANM, ASHA workers, Anganwadi workers 
regarding the treatment modalities of BPOC. Training 
packages in form of videos can be created to serve the 
purpose. However, training is only justified if there is 
a functioning Primary Health Care system where the 
health worker can work with the acquired OUT skills. 
It is imperative for a local dentist, a volunteer or an 
NGO to carry out regular evaluation visits to monitor 
the health worker's activities, the service performance 
and to make changes where necessary. Thus, BPOC 
being an ideal approach for limiting dental morbidity for 
underserved population of India, Government should 
focus more on this approach.

Oral Health Priorities For The Disadvantaged

Sonia Raina
Faculty of Dental Sciences

My 
Master
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Farmers committing suicide can be a truly embarrassing situation for any society. Suicide by Farmers 
have become a national problem in our country. The major reason why the farmers commit suicide is 
that they borrow huge amount of money from moneylenders or from their landlords for their harvest, 
but many times they fail to repay the huge debt. India is an agriculture-based nation; still the situation 
of the farmers in this country is more worrying than in any other developing nations. 

Farmer's Suicides 
In India

Liberalization And Globalization

Introduction

It is due to the liberalization and globalization that the import 
of food grains at cheaper prices has begun and on the other 
side, farmers in our country are forced to burn their ready 
crops right in the fields. The reason for doing so is that they 
are not able to get good price for their crops.

Although the Government has 
been instrumental in running many 
farmer's welfare schemes recent-
ly, but no considerable impact is 
visible. Thus, for the Govern-
ment to diagnose the root cause 
of this issue it is urgent to take 
appropriate steps without losing 
anymore time.

Disgnosis Is Important

The government should run more effective welfare 
schemes for the poor and landless farmers, some 
of which may be like crop insurance and providing 
loans to the farmers at minimal interest rates, only 
then the farmers can be prevented from committing 
suicides.

Conclusion

Harsh Shukla
Faculty of Law Monika Dabur

Faculty of Dental Sciences
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Mansi Sharma
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We loose focus, our concentration gets disturbed by distractions, we regret about 
the shortage of time and think in excess about all negative outcomes that have 
happened from time to time. But the fact is that situational crisis are not  the result of 
the external environment but are the result of our inner mental activities. 

Suppose we are controlled by a Necromancer, a spiritual being who gives us orders and we 
perform those very orders and feel exactly what they want us to feel. What if our desires 
acted like the necromancer in our lives? The result of our desires is our thinking process. Think-
ing is not negative till it does not harm others in any form. If thinking results in all the problems 
then it also has the solutions to them. Having a solution and acting on the problems depends 
on our mind's cognition process.

Liking or disliking a thought is just like liking or disliking a person who shares some common 
interest. You like to be with each other, going to the party together and dream about spending 
time with each other. The fact which makes them to form a group is the result of matching of 
thoughts. 

Liking/Disliking someone is a choice but human is a social creature who wants to be rec-
ognized by others, make friends and desires to have a good social respect and support. 
Liking/Disliking someone provides a meaning that the person is good or bad according 
to your liking/disliking. Suppose we are bad for someone and good for someone, that 
means that we are both good and bad for someone respectively. But its about the 
mere perception and the situation in which we interact with others. Past experiences 
always come in present and it does reflect in friendship as well. If you have nega-
tive experiences in your friendship and want to establish a new bond and you 
still carry that negative experience then you will not be able to form that 

new bond of friendship until & unless you make that negative 
into positive. 

In any relationship these kind of thoughts may arise. Sometimes we like to compare our friends with others and 
like to spend time with them who at the top of our new friendship list as a result others will tend to dislike you. 
Bond of every friendship should be well established. 
Every Moment is right to establish a bond, don't  cling to materialistic things , try to accept each other as you 
are and respect each other always.

It is wisely said, 
The bond which we established now is losing its strength, 
Is it by the longer communication gap?
Is it by the matter of priorities?

Shubham Singhal
Faculty of Behavioural Sciences

Manoj Kumar Rathi
Faculty of Pharmacy
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MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE IN INDIA : 
LIABILITY OF A MEDICAL PRACTITIONER

The Indian Medical system has grown significantly 
over the past few decades and has become nearly 
impossible for the government to keep checks and 
balances on the medical services provided by both 
public and private sector. The menace of medical neg-
ligence continues unabated as India records approxi-
mately 5.2 million cases a year . This negligence can 

be seen during simple diagnosis procedures or can oc-
cur in the form of administration of wrong medications 
to the patient or lack in post-operative care. The law 
imposes the onus to prove the liability on the claimant 
and it must be shown that the doctor did something 
which no other medical practitioner in his ordinary sens-
es and prudence would have done or failed to do so.

Medical Negligence is simply the dereliction of duty 
or lack of reasonable care and diligence on the part 
of a medical practitioner, leading to an injury to his/
her patient. This negligence attributed to the doctor 
must be gross in nature to give rise to either tortuous 
or criminal liability. To prosecute a medical professional 
for negligence under law, it must be shown that a) A 
duty of care was owed to the patient b) this duty of 
care was breached by a doctor c) The breach caused 
an injury to the patient and  d) The patient suffered 
some form of damage due to the said injury. 

A breach of any of these duties gives a right of action 
for negligence to the patient. The law does not de-
mand the highest degree of care from a practitioner but 
that which is reasonable and considered standard pro-
cedure in view of the magnitude of the risk. As long as 
the doctor ensures due care of his patient and exercise 
reasonable degree of skill in his treatment, he will not 
be held guilty of negligence even though the patient 
does not survive or suffers a permanent ailment . 

Components of Medical Negligence

Good sense and policy of the law impose some limit 
upon the amount of care, skill and nerve, which are 
required of a person who has to encounter a sudden 
emergency. In times of emergency, a court of law does 
not expect perfect presence of mind, accurate judg-
ment and prudence. As emphasised by the Hon'ble 
court in Kusum v. Batra Hospital and medical research 
centre (2010) 3 SCC 480, If a doctor is able to 
establish that he had performed the treatment with 
reasonable degree of skill and knowledge and in good 

faith and within medical bounds adopted the procedure 
which in his opinion was in the best interest of the 
patient, then the prosecution of a medical practitioner 
would be liable to be quashed. No doubt a doctor has 
discretion in choosing the treatment which he proposes 
to give and such discretion is relatively ample in cases 
of emergency, but the standard of care which the law 
requires is not an insurance against accidental slips or 
failed treatment.

Conclusion

Whenever a doctor cannot do good, he must be kept from doing harm - Hippocrates
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Faculty of Law Aparna Sharma
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Mayank Ahuja
Law first year

I reckon that two things lacking in our education sys-
tem are Education & System. There are so many 
problems with the system but the main pests feed-
ing on the system are the coaching centres. Every 
year millions of students enroll in these institutions 
that do nothing but make life of a student more 
arduous only.
The moment we enter into senior secondary class-
es, we are supposed to join them and even in some 
cases secondary classes students are made to get 
into various foundation courses.
When I entered into MBBS, I was somewhere 
relieved that now I would not have to see these 
dreadful institutes.
But little did I know, after we got promoted to 
second prof classes, I started noticing my batch 
mates carrying these piles of notes and some were 
even missing weekend classes. Apparently, they had 
joined PG coaching centres. So, The Devil Came 
Back In Our Lives. It was heart rending for me to 
see that we future doctors were expected to join 
these overcrowded laborious classes lasting for 
more than half of the day, when all they actually do 
is make us feel insecure and maladroit.
These classes have decimated the whole purpose 
of self-studying. It is bizarre to see that half of my 
batch mates have not even read standard books 
but these notes that are not even written by them.
It may seem that institutes make life of a student 

COACHING CENTRES
OR
POACHING CENTRES?

easy, but I think reverse is the case here. Coach-
ing centres have set such high standards for these 
herculean exams that we end up being trapped into 
these once again. What's the point of attending 
schools/colleges if we have to study same thing 
at coaching centres.It is ironic to see that when 
list of toppers surfaces, none of them had actually 
joined these institutes and it is  hilarious to see 
that multiple institutes claim them to be from their             
centre. I believe that key to succeed in competitive 
exams is Self Studying. At the end, coming back to 
the question, YES these centres should be called 
poaching centres as they successfully hunt millions 
of students every year and make money minting 
business out of them.

Being the Best in Billions!

How does it feel when one appreciates you?
How does it feel when one congratulates you?
Must say it's a happiness that comes as a reward,
It's a true thing being in billions doesn't 
come to a coward!
How does it feel when one sees hope in you?
How does it feel when one asks help from you?
Must say it's a prestige that one wants to get, 
It's being best in billions for that you don't want 
others to let!
How does it feel when one inspires you?
How does it feel when one admires you?
Must say It's a boost that everyone likes to feel,
It's about being Best in Billions in real not just
in reel!!

Priyanka Gupta
(MBBS Intern)

Kiran Chauhan
Faculty of Medicine & Health Sciences 

Sukanya Roy
Faculty of Physiotherapy

Courage does not
                        always roar
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Times have changed and so have the people of 
those times. What hasn't changed is the law that 
everything will keep on changing with time , for 
better or for worse that isn't quite certain. Lord 
Krishna's statement that change is the law of 
universe remains true and binding. It is us , the 
humans , who are scared of change. We think and 
perceive in a linear way and don't stop to think 
that whatever is happening maybe carving the 
way for something better. That the destruction 
of something might be the beginning of another 
better thing.We forget that the soul is eternal 
and cannot die, it is our body that is mortal made 
of earth and it's element. We forget that death 
might be the beginning of another life, one we 
can't understand with a limited view we have 
made ourselves accustomed to. We separate 
ourselves through our mindsets, the beliefs that 
we hold so dear, limited to the ideas our mortal 
mind can comprehend.We need to change how 
we think and what we think. Change and remove 
all our inhibitions in order to become one with 
the world around us and let the world become a 
part of us.

THE CHANGE

Atibha Makhija
Faculty of Dental Sciences

If you fail to achieve your Goal,
Change the strategy, not Goal.
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Sudan died a tragic death. He was the 
last male of his kind, the northern 
white rhinoceros and human greed 

led to its extinction. While in ancient era, 
people showered much love and importance 
to the protection of animals the same cannot 
be said of the present times. Along with the 
exploding population, deforestation, extensive 
hunting, poaching, loss of habitat and the 
increasing commercial interest, about 2464 
animals are facing the risk of extinction in the 
wild and 3079 animals fall in the category 
of likely to be extinct. The advancement in 

technology and the easy accessibility of the 
arms heralded the decline of the wildlife 
and led to the exploitation of animals under 
the guise of research and science. Further, 
superstition, religious beliefs and traditional 
medicine which calls for body parts of these 
animals, pose a serious threat to the exis-
tence of some of the rare species of the 
earth. Even in India, animals like Asiatic lion, 
Snow Leopard, Blackbuck, One-Horned 
Rhino, Bengal Tiger and Nilgiri Blue Ribbon 
are slaughtered and hunted for their valuable 
tusks and skin. 

The extinction of these animals spells disaster 
for our planet. Even a miniscule bacterium plays 
a key role in maintaining the fragile balance of 
our ecosystem. When we remove one animal 
we disturb the entire chain and can ultimately 
lose hope for the survival of more than one 
animal species. Further, when we lose these 
species, we also lose a variety of roles they 
play in the system. Everything is interconnect-
ed. Some provide food for the larger animals 
and some help in accelerating the fertilisation 
process of food crops. Further, in addition to 
providing economic value in the form of med-
icines and vaccines, they also strengthen the 
natural vegetation of an area. Albert Einstein 
realised the importance of animal conservation 
and emphasised on the importance of honey 
bees and how their extinction would affect ag-
riculture and human kind at large. The question 
which arises here is how long will it take for all 
of us to understand the importance of animal 
protection and conservation of our wildlife?

The current phenomenon of mass extinc-
tion of animals is unique and government 
all around the world has failed to imple-
ment and enforce laws pertaining to wild-
life and biodiversity conservation. Human 
greed knows no bounds and the effect 
are felt directly on the entire ecological 
system of our planet. Further, the crisis of 
mass extinction of animals has grown so 
huge that it has become nearly impossible 
to control the various facets leading to 
the problem. The end of poaching, pol-
lution, deforestation and illegal trade of 
these animals may seem a far-fetched 
dream for many but we can neglect this at 
our own peril. Our society needs radical 
changes in both thoughts and actions and 
we must work as a unit to conserve the 
biodiversity of our planet.

Impact on Biodiversity Conclusion 

Whoever is kind to the creatures of God is kind to him.

The Dwindling Population of Animals 
Across The Globe

Rupal Jain
Faculty of Law

Oftentimes, we encounter situations, 
incidents, and people more impor-
tantly, that will tend to drive you up 
the wall. But you don't let the hate 
creep up and crawl to make a home 
in your mind. That's what you do- you 
feel the anger and pain, but you don't 
let it overpower you. Feel it. Don't 
suppress it. But come to a conclu-
sion that allows you to be brave; that 
doesn't influence your decision; that 
doesn't force you to take a safe sided 
decision just to avoid the troubles. 
Because  troubles and adversities are 
necessary. You dodge the odds. You 
slog. You thrive. That's how you reach 
the light at the end of the tunnel. 
That's called experience. But, oh how 
I wish, all of us would be so brave 
enough to take decisions in such a 
manner. No matter how grave the 
experience, a true warrior should not 
subside himself to a safe side. You 
won't grow if you keep hiding behind 
a wall or support. Stop depending on 
the harness and take a leap. Do jus-
tice to life. That's how you'll learn to 
take control and be the boss of your 
life. 

Bravery

The Solitude
When nights get darker, you find the solace, perfect 
place to be turning the world around you to a sleep. 
Even in the darkness the stars never fail to shine the 
brightness. Sun the biggest star, being alone rises 
again every day . Solitude is the path in which we 
connect with our heart and get to know ourselves. 
Once we choose this path though it's the path less 
travelled , being around people gets difficult . Solitude 
is the attribute of the strong and one who prevails it 
finds his success because it is the path of happiness. 
One doesn't need to attach his happiness to others 
but oneself . Drowning in the deepest oceans within 
is foundation of inner peace and satisfaction. If it gets 
lonely, and the night gets darker inside the head, you 
are on your own. Finding oneself is bigger than any 
success that is earned. It's a little less lonely being 
alone than being with wrong people who makes you 
feel you aren't good enough because you are more 
than enough.

Teacher bhi hasati hai
Teacher bhi hasati hai, kabhi rulati hai..
Is tarah woh hame zindgi me jeena sikhati hai..
Hame daatti hai, hame sunati hai, 
Is tarah hame padhne ka salikha sikhati hai.. 
Hum ladte hai, hum jhagadte hai, 
Par vo hame dosti karna sikhati hai.. 
Uchaiyo ki sikhar ki raah dikhati hai.. 
Fashion chudhva ke manzil ko sawaarne ka
tarika batati haii..
Dusre maa-paa ka farz nibhati hai.
Hum apna aadha din unke saath bitate hai..
Kuch bacche apne ghar or bahar ki saari baate 
unhe batate hai aur ek acche bacche hone ka 
farz nibhate hai..,
Par bacche kabhi - kabhi apna rasta bhatak jaate 
hai, par vo unhe sahi raah dikhaate hai..
Kitne baccho ko ek saath sambhalti hai 
Teacher.. Respect them..

Radhika Sardana
Faculty of Medicine & Health Sciences 

Rosy Khan
Faculty of Physiotherapy

Lavanya Sharma
Faculty of Dental Sciences
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Shreya Rathour
Faculty of Fashion & Design 
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How my university defined my motto for life

Leadership, Ethics and Innovation

Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower! This is the most valuable lesson I have heard from 
Steve Jobs but learnt it from college. The time I spent as an undergraduate in this university has been tough 
and challenging through its course, and now that I can laugh about all the times where I thought of giving up, 
I am here writing to you that by the end of this roller coaster ride you will consider it for what it is worth. 

Under the guidance of the most dedicated and dutiful teachers, we are nurtured out of our shells and incul-
cated with dignity, self-confidence and serenity. It is through this journey that I have realised that hard work, 
patience and morality provide the way to success.The university excels through its motto of Leadership, 
Ethics and Innovation, and these virtues are not just up its walls but instilled in the students. They have made 
the students equipped to face the hardships and struggles of the real world.
Vince Lombardi once said, 

"Leaders aren't born but are made, just like anything else, through hard work and that's the price we all 
have to pay to achieve that goal."

Stepping out of here, each one of you are to realise and recognize the polished abilities and qualities you have 
inherited from here and live in its spirit each day only to excel further.

To end I would like to share with you the words of Guru Gobind Singh Ji, that defines the roots of every 
individual belonging to this esteemed university,It is nearly impossible to be here now when you think there 
is somewhere else to be. With this I thank each and every teacher who has made my educational journey a 
fruitful one, and I wish my peers and juniors good luck for all the future endeavours.

Sabreen Gujral
Faculty of Dental Sciences

Mansi Sharma
Faculty of Dental Sciences
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Nature, Is a preacher
In the ocean of sky,
Which is very high,
The movement of the clouds,
Is similar to those of crowd.

Here, down on the earth,
Just at a blink,
A no. of people come 
and no. of them go
But can you make a link?

Hey you Don't stop
Don't be intact
Do not enact 
At places where people act.

Life is a journey,
not a destination.
So, don't put yourself 
in any cruel hands,
Else you'll be tied with bands.

Move with a motive 
To be always supportive,
And with a smile 
Which shouldn't be removed 
even for a while.

Don't be stopped
Else you ll be cropped
Life doesn't stop.. 
Life doesn't stop!
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Amrita Kaur
Faculty of Dental Sciences

Neha Tomar
Faculty of Physiotherapy

-Yaad aate hae vo din, jab subah subah 
maa ki aawaj se hi school ki yaad aa 
jaati thi, Man mae ek Dar or kaano mae 
teacher ki daat bin bulaaye mehmaan ki 
tarah Dustak de jaati thii.

-Yaad aate hae vo din, jab subah subah 
papa scooter pe school chodne jaate 
the, Mera beta roye naa isliye ek choc-
olate bhi saath de jaate the.

-Yaad aate hae vo din, jab mae sirf mae 
nahi thaa hum the, Kyuki us samay zind-
agi mae naa koi gila shikwa or naa koi 
gum the.

-Yaad aate hae vo din, jab hum sab 
saath baithkar khaana khaaya karte the, 
or last bench pe baithke kabhi shayari 
to kabhi gaana gaaya karte the.

-Yaad aate hae vo din, jab bina kissi 
baat ke has jaaya karte the, or dost ki 
dosti ke liye, dost se hi lad jaaya karte 
the.

-Yaad aate hae vo din, jab chutti mae 
ghar waapis aane ki jaldi hoti thii, or maa 
ko dekhke Dil ko ek ajeeb see tasalli 
hoti thii.

-Yaad aate hae vo din, jab chehre pe 
sirf muskurahat hoti thii ,Wajah to nahi 
pata, lekin in chotti see aankho mae 
puri duniya ko paane ki chahat hoti thii.

Human beings are everywhere, But Humanity is rare.
Smiling faces are everywhere, But Happiness is rare.

Everybody shows helping behaviour, Though understanding is rare.
Physical presence is everywhere, But senses and true essence of being with someone is rare.

There may be thousands of reasons to make you feel spellbound, but the memory lane is rarely found.
River of sentiments flows everywhere, But true emotions are very rare.

Flowers are everywhere, But spring season is still rare.
Colours are everywhere, But colourful lives are rare.

Scary monsters are everywhere, But angelic personalities are rare.
A pen helps a paper to bound, But positive thoughts 

from those notes are rarely found.

YAAD AATE HAI 
WO DIN

Rare or Everywhere!

Keshav Goyal
SGT College of Pharmacy 

Renuka
Faculty of Dental Sciences
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Why should we not use the word 'sex' in an overly populated country like ours?
Sex should not be a taboo word in India, a country with second largest population in the world.
India was never a prudish nation but here we are today in a repressed society where sex word itself is hardly 
used. Sex is an integral component of ancient Indian history.
Indians pray to kaamdev - the lord of love and sexuality and the famous Kama Sutra was also penned by an 
Indian author. Today, Independent India is still shackled by myths like impurity of sex. People are comfortable 
using abusive language but consider sex as a shameful word.
To create modern and free society a change should start. Sex education should be provided openly and 
should not be a repressed topic.
Educating the young minds, will lesser the rape cases, pre-mature pregnancies & most importantly Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases.

THE 
TABOO

Let's walk towards a better and more educated society.

Mahima Shokanda
Faculty of Dental Sciences

Mahima 
Faculty of Law
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to stay and some circumstance will break you beyond your limit. But your heart will continue to pump blood, 
just like it always did and that's one hell of a reason to stay alive and not giving up on oursleves.These 
roadblocks that seem to be a permanent signature in our washed off memories, will soon give me the 
strength to face them and be thankful enough that I atleast saw a whiff of what pain and struggle means. 
What I learn from them is the real tricky question that will keep baffling me until finally the answer screams 
its way into my ears.
The past could be murky and full of regrets but the present is the place where I dwell in and try to live 
each moment. For all the emotions that I've felt lately will develop into something beautiful later and I, the 
stubborn kid that I am, will wait for the magic to happen. 
So dear future self, when the various battles are won, I'll finally look back and be proud of the person I 
eventually became Full of experiences and a fervour to keep on living.

DEAR FUTURE SELF
As I start to think about you I see a vast ocean 
of possibilities something that keeps me hoping 
that a cyclone never lasts forever. To overcome 
the aftermath of it we all need some good ol 
company and a good education to reconstruct 
ourselves back. Uncertainties and insecurities are 
the sisters of remorse that sing a lullaby just to 
put me into sleep but I know that if I breathe and 
focus enough, these are not so friendly guests 
will depart soon thereafter. The more I grow old, 
I realise that certain chapters will never have an 
ending. Some people will never find any reason

Somebody asked a girl what makes you feel distraught. She replied in suppressed tone, 
when somebody touches me which I never asked for. 

They hypothesis that if I am silent, I am relishing their touch
But they don't have a tiny clue that they are eradicating my soul. 

She is silent because she is afraid of the repercussions. 
She is silent because she does not have the valor to face this vicious world 
She has experienced it more than one can 
shake a stick at. 

Now she is cognizant about the life more than 
her age
And this taught her not to rely on people 
because they are beasts in rage 

This makes her feel crestfallen for being a girl. 
This far she hasn't learned to live and her soul 
has died inside. 
Stop this filth and this harassment against every girl 
She is her parent's pride

THE TOUCH

Chandni Gautam
Faculty of Law

Rudrani Dhole
Faculty of Dental Sciences 

Shreya Rathour
Faculty of Fashion & Design 

Learning gives creativity, 
creativity leads to thinking,

thinking provides knowledge, 
knowledge makes you great
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
I wanted to pursue my dream of becoming a dentist. I asked or rather, should I say, 
I told my parents: I want to become a dentist. The answer was: Sure. Anything 
I could help you with? For a moment I sat down and introspected: why they talk 
about empowerment and what is empowerment? My life experiences taught me 
a different empowerment, I think. If you treat every gender as equal, there will 
be no need for empowerment. However, it's easier said than done as everyone's 
story is not a fairy tale, not everyone gets a yes as a rely. Sometimes, the replies 
are like: What? Are you crazy! Have you lost your mind? Or the standard: GET 
MARRIED, you are a girl, what would make out of studies? We read newspapers 
every day, listen to news and observe societies around us but, the real question is: 
Would reading or listening or mere observation bring the change? The answer is, 
No. If woman wants to be empowered or wants to be treated the way she thinks 
she deserves, she has to raise her voice and it should not be by a mentor or an 
actor but by every ordinary girl, to be the special one she always dreamt of. Life 
has never easy for anyone. Feel blessed, we are in a country like India, had it been 
a situation where, you might not be having voting rights or driving license. It takes 
time for a change to reach its crest as Rome was not built in a day. So, all the girls: 
DREAM as high as you can, but with that dream, contain the zeal within you to 
take a stand and become what you always wanted to be and there will be nothing 
stopping you. Then you will be truly empowered and the next generation will bear 
the fruits of your doing.

Yesterday a person asked me...what is success according to me?? I thought for 
a while and there were many things that I could have told him, but I was not able 
to present my view to him.
The first question that popped up into my head was, WHY I was not able to 
define success in my own way?
Is it about holding a degree or a couple of certificates in my hand?
Success doesn't mean to get whatever you think about, sometimes a person fails 
as well, but Failure Is The Key To Success.
For me my parent's happiness is success, mental satisfaction is success, standing 
on the first position in my class is a success and explaining a concept to my 
friends that satisfy them is a success. Every day fighting against any wrong thing 
is a step towards my success. Above all, excelling to become a great lawyer is 
success for me So for me- Success is the difference between where I am and 
where I want to be.

WHAT IS SUCCESS?

VINOD 
Faculty of Law

Priyanka Rana
Faculty of Dental Sciences 
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Scholar's 
Hub

The Scholar's Council of the University in its move to hone the skills of the Scholars arranged Seminar pre-
sentations the Scholars of various departments of the university.

Scholars of the university were felicitated with 
scholarships in presence of Honorable 
Chief Guest, Mr Kunwer Sachdeva , 
Founder and CEO, Su-Kam

There is no substitute for hardwork.
It pays in the long run is the belief our young Scholar's 

believe in. In order to encourage them for their efforts, 
the Dean of different Faculties of University, felicitat-

ed the budding Scholars with the Scholar's Badge

The Scholar's Council of the University 
organised an interactive session with the scholars for discussing 

& motivating them to catch up with the pace of the outer world 
in research projects and expressing their ideas through seminar 

presentations on current topics (social). It was decided that the 
University will be providing a platform by launching an academic 

magazine wherein all the students can submit their articles.

Scholar Badge Distribtion

Magazine distribution to Scholars

The success of Great Scholars and Think-
ers is commonly a courtier-like success, 

not kingly, not manly.

(Henry David Thoreau)

Seminar presentation by scholars
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eSa vcyk ugha ukjh gwW eSa tu tu dh fgrdkjh gwWa
dkuksa esa feljh lh ?kqyrh tks oks galrh gq;h fdydkjh gwWA

la?k”kZ dh ckr djrs gSa tks mudks vkt esa crykrh gWw
xkFkk gksrh D;k la?k”kZ dh vkt esa fn[kykrh gWaw

esjs tUe ls igys gh eq>dks vksj esjh eka dks dkslk tkrk gSA

fQj nqfu;ka esa ykus ls igys esjk xyk nck;k tkrk gS
ml nnZ dks ml okj dks ml yxrs pkdw dh /kkj dks
uk le>k gS uk le> ik,xk esjh bl ?kuh lEkL;k dks

uk tkus dksbZ dc lqy>k,xk 

iy&iy vkgsa Hkjrh gWaw esa dgusa ls ;s Mjrh gWw
esa ejh ugha gWw ekjh gWw eSa vcyk ugha ukjh gwWA

esa ;s dgrh ugha ;s ejh oaUnuk gS

tks esjh lkalksa dh J`[yk gS bUgsa lhus ls yxkdj rks ns[kks
eq>s vius ?kj ykdj rks ns[kks ftUnxh ifjokj dh esa LoxZ cuk nWawxh 

,d ckj eq>s csVh dgdj viukdj rks ns[kksA 
cgu csVh dHkh cgw cudj lc flre lgk gS 

[kqn ds thou ds vykok eSus lcds thou dk m//kkj fd;k gS
vkSj blds cnys eq>s D;k feyk gS gj ckj esjs lEeku dks rkj&rkj fd;k gS

Hkkjr ekWa ls ysdj nqxkZ dgdj iwtk gS 
fQj uaxk dj cscl lM+dksa ij eq>dks NksM+k gS

,d u;h lksp ,d u;h jhr pkfg, fQj dHkh fdlh dks 
vcyk uk dgk tk, ,d ,slh ‘kfDr ,d ,slk lalkkj pkfg, 

dHkh nqxkZ dHkh xkSjh dHkh egkadky 
lh dkyh gwWa cjlksa ls dj jgh ,d ckr esa 

tkjh gwWa eSa vcyk ugha ukjh gwW

eSa vcyk ugha ukjh gWwHkkjr ,d yksdra= gSA

Hkkjr ,d yksdra= gSA
vkt bd lEeksgu dk dkYifud ea= gSA

uk feysxh dksbZ felky bldh Hkkjr ns”k ,slk yksdra= gSA

ckiw cq+} ds bl ns”k esa gj rjQ [kkSQ dk lk;k gSA
ng”kr ls Hkkjh gj lk¡l ;gk¡ vkrad dk vkye Nk;k gSA

Hkkxrh va/kh xksfy;ksa ds Yk{; Nyuh ftLe gSA
jDr jaftr gS gj pfj= ;gk¡ yksdra= dh tkus ;g dSlh fdLe gSA

”kklu gS vkt flQZ canwdksa dk Ykkpkj ijkLr ;g ra= gSA
Uk feysxh dksbZ felky bldh Hkkjr oks ,slk yksdra= gSA

nqxkZ ljLorh dkyh ds vkxs ge ”kh”k >qdkrs gaSA
;= uk;Zlrq iwT;Urs dk ukjk Hkh fur ge yxrs gSaA

okLrfodrk xj Hkwr fHku gS ca/kq ugh lp ds dgh Hkh ikl gSA
uk vkuk dHkh bl ?kj esjh ykMks ;gh eu esa clh bd vkl gSA

dks[k ls gh ijyksd Hkstks bldks vkt ;gh QSyk dqfVy ‘kM;a= gSA
uk feysxh dksbZ felky bldh Hkkjr oks ,slk yksdra= gSA

usrkvks i¡wthifr;ksa ukSdj ”kkgksa us yksdra= viekfur ljs vke fd;kA
loZtu fgrk, loZtu lq[kk, ds ea= dk Hkh 

fut fgr esa dRys vke fd;kA Hkz‘Vkpkj dh bl va/kh ywV esa
fu/kZu ds lc fgr ywV x,A fLol cSad gks Hkjs gekjs iSlksa ls

blh mik;sa esa lHkh tu tqV x,A ns”k ds bUgha dkys vaxzstksa ls 
ge vkt vHkh rd ijra= gSA uk feysxh dksbZ felky bldh 

Hkkjr ns”k ,slk yksdra= gSA

Ishpreet Singh
Faculty of Dental Sciences

Kajal
Faculty of Allied Health Sciences
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cnyrk lQj
oDr

oDr dHkh Fkek ugha oDr dHkh Bgjk ugh

cnyrh jgh nqfu;ka exj oDr dHkh 

cnyk ugha

oDr dh cjcknh us lcdks fl[kk;k fd

oDr ls cM+k dHkh dksbZ gqvk ugha 

pyks nkSM+ks Hkkxks ;g oDr dh jQrkj gSA

bls le>uk dHkh bruk vklku gqvk ugha

D;ksa uk dksbZ le> ldk fd 

oDr dks dksbZ gjk uk ldk 

fnu jkr nkSMrh nqfu;ka esa 

:dus dk Hkh dksbZ oDr ugh

:d Hkh tkvks dgha Fkd dj 

ij pSu dh lakl ysus dk Hkh 

oDr ugha D;ksafd 

oDr dHkh Fkek ugh oDr dHkh Bgjk ugh

cnyrh jgh nqfu;ka exj oDr dHkh 

cnyk ugha

“kq:okr gq,s va/ksjs ls vkSj va/ksjs esas [kre 

gks x;h dkSu tkurk gS ;s tokuh fdl 

xe esa [kks x;hA

cpiu esa uk ijokg Fkh fdlh xe dh 

uk Mj Fkk fdlh ds jkSc dk] xfy;ksa es 

?kqedj iqjs lalkj ds “kq[k ik ysrs FksA jksrs 

Fks glrs Fks ysfdu vkalw dHkh ugha Nqikrs 

Fks] pksV yxrh Fkh FkksMk+ ij iqjk “kgj lj 

ij mBk ysrs FksA

dne j[kk tSls gh tokuh ds ik;nku 

ij] cny x;h ftUnxh vkSj gks x;h fo-

jku lhA cpiu ls tokuh rd dk lQj 

cM+k yktckc Fkk] eq>s ugha irk fd ;s 

esjk gh [okc FkkA “kq: gq;h tokuh iqjk 

lalkj cny x;k cpiu esa ns[kh mEehn 

dh fdj.k oks Hkh <y x;hA

pksVks dks lgus dh vknr gks x;h vkalqvksa 

dh /kkjk tokuh  esa [kks x;h]

va/ksjs ls “kq: gqbZ ftUnxh vkSj 

va/ksjs es [kks xbZA 
Himanshi

Faculty of Mass Comm. & Media Technology

Deepak Rana 
Faculty of Mass Comm. & Media Technology

ty dh rjg ‘khry gSa vkSj lk;s Hkh rqQku
ds ge cPps fgUnqLrku ds

vkleku vkSj /kjrh ij ge viuh /kkd tek;saxs
lkxj ls fgekyk rd frjaxk ygjk;saxs

nq’eu tks yydkjsxk ge yMs+xs lhuk rku ds

lPpkbZ vkSj bZeku dh ?kj&?kj esa tksr tkyka,saxs
rksM+sxs uQjr ds ca/ku xhj I;kj ds xk,saxs
can gksaxs njokts vc etgc dh nqdku ds 

Qjd ugha csVk&csVh esa lcdks ;g le>k;sxsa
Hkkjr dks LoPN cukus dh feydj dle fuHkk,saxs

cnysaxs rLohj oru dh iDds gSa tqckau ds
 

esgur vkSj yxu ls ge vkxs c<+rs tk;saxs
vPNh f’k{kk vPNk Hkkstu viuk gd trk,saxs
vius xq# ds dneksa esa >qdsxsa flj lEeku ls 

rksM+ ds caU/ku tkr&ikr ds lcdks xys yxk,saxs
,d firk ,dl ds ckfyd lcdks ikB iM+k,saxs
thou ds gh fj’rs dks fuHkk,saxs th tku ls 

AA ge cPps fgUnqLrku ds AA

Dr. Kuldeep Singh Bhatia
Faculty of Medicine & Health Sciences 
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•Conference Room • Swimming Pool 

• The Glass House • Nature ViewSnow Fall 

• Ayurveda •Hitayu-the Health Spa

AMENITIES

01376-255252 | www.classichotelsindia.com
 Chamba Tehri Garhwal Mussoorie Chamba Road, Chamba - 249145, Uttarakhand, India

Classic Hill Top Resort, Chamba

Classic Hill Top Resort at Chamba situated at a height of 7000 feet on Mussoorie Chamba road and 
nestled amidst sylvan surroundings in the foot hills of the mighty snow-clad Himalayas

AMENITIES

A-4, Mahipalpur, NH-8, Near IGI Airport, New Delhi - 110037, India

The Diplomat, New Delhi
01376-255252 | www.classichotelsindia.com

A unit of Classic Group, The Diplomat offers an unmatchable experience to our guests. 
The rooms in this property are well maintained and are decked up with all the latest amenities.

•88 Luxurious A/C Rooms •Bar

•Banquet / Conference Facilities •24 x 7 Multi cuisines Restaurant

•Valet Parking •Catering  •Buffet



AMENITIES

 Jwalapur Road, Near Shankar Ashram Chowk, Haridwar -  249407, Uttarakhand, India

The Residency, Haridwar
01376-255252 | www.classichotelsindia.com

A Haridwar is the point where the holy Ganges meets the plains and is also the gateway to the God 
and a stop over place for going higher up in the mountains.

•47 Luxurious A/C Rooms •Swimming Pool 

•Banquet / Conference Facilities •Multi-Cuisine Vegetarian Restaurant

•Parking on the premises •Adventure Activities  •Hitayu Health Spa

AMENITIES

 Mall Road, Nainital - 263001, Uttarakhand, India

The Mall, Nainital
01376-255252 | www.classichotelsindia.com

The pivot of this hill town is the Naini Lake. Its suitable yet pristine glory is manifested in the 
lofty snow-capped peaks, green valleys and serene lakes.

•35 Rooms 

•Parking on the premises •Adventure Activities

•Dining  



“OUR AIM MAY BE AS

HIGH AS THE ENDLESS SKY

BUT WE SHOULD HAVE A 

RESOLVE IN OUR MINDS,

TO WALK AHEAD, HAND IN HAND,

FOR VICTORY WILL BE OURS.”

Atal Bihari Vajpayee
1924-2018

Pays Homage To
 Late Ex Prime Minister 

Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee

SGT UNIVERSITY
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